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Abstract The technological developments observed in the last two decades con-
tributed to the digitalization of products and the introduction of various mobile devices
designed for the consumption of this digital content. Many online retailers launched
their own mobile devices, which had a direct effect on their multi-product pricing
strategies, but also an effect on the other channel members’ pricing decisions (i.e.,
digital-content providers). In many industries, these developments resulted in switch-
ing from traditional wholesale pricing to Revenue-Sharing Contracts (RSC), involving
a shift of control over retail prices in the channel, a situation that was not always easily
accepted by channel members. We examine a manufacturer-retailer framework where
the manufacturer sells a base product in two formats: a tangible product sold directly
to consumers and a digital format sold via an online retailer. The latter also sells an
optional contingent product, a device used to consume the digital product. We investi-
gate two questions: The first one pertains to the contingent product’s impact on firms’
pricing strategies. The second question investigates whether the manufacturer is inter-
ested in the implementation of an RSC and then looks at whether this pricing model
suits the retailer and consumers. Our main results are as follows: (1) The presence of
the contingent product leads to a higher retail price for the digital base product and
negatively affects the demand for the tangible product format. (2) The manufacturer
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is interested in an RSC only if it receives a sufficiently large part of the digital-product
revenue, but the retailer is almost always interested by this pricing model. (3) The
double marginalization effect could benefit the manufacturer.

Keywords M-commerce · Marketing channels · Pricing decisions · Contingent
products · Revenue-sharing contract

1 Introduction

The proliferation of transaction websites, the growth of product digitization and the
expansion of mobile commerce (i.e., m-commerce) are some of the major retail devel-
opments driven by the digital revolution in the last two decades. The introduction of
digital formats (i.e., e-products) such as music MP3s and e-books that can be instantly
purchased and consumed on mobile devices illustrates this revolution in some indus-
tries (Grewal et al. 2010).1 Meanwhile, the phenomena of m-commerce has created
new business development opportunities for the launch of handheld devices that facil-
itate users’ experience when consuming digital products (Kalakota and Robinson
2000).2 Some of these accessories are multifunctional (e.g., smartphones, smart-
watches, or tablets), while others take the form of dedicated-for-use devices that allow
consumers access only to a specific digital content (e.g., e-Reader and iPod). These
devices are often made available for purchase on the same online channels providing
the digital content. In particular, many online retailers have taken advantage of the
interdependencies between digital-product and mobile-device demands by introduc-
ing their own mobile devices (Apple launched the iPod and Amazon launched its own
reading device, Kindle).

During the early stages of the digital revolution, Kalakota and Robinson (2000)
announced that firms should pay attention to these changes, and more particularly to
their implications on the emergence of new business models. The authors urged man-
agers to replace their traditional ways of doing business by adopting an e-business
perspective where decisions are adapted to the digital world. Indeed, (1) changes in
product formats, (2) omnichannel distribution, and (3) the emergence of new ways to
consume digital products entail changes in the other marketing variables, and espe-
cially on product pricing strategies (Kannan et al. 2009; Grewal et al. 2010). These
changes affect not only the digital format but also its tangible counterpart. Because
variable production costs are negligible for digital products, and suppliers are often
dependent on major online retailers for the distribution of their products, the new pric-

1 Cultural and informational products (e.g., books, newspapers, music, films), software and services (e.g.,
travel and hospitality) are among the industries that most strongly experienced the e-commerce revolution.
In many industries, the online marketplace replaced traditional channels (e.g., nowadays, airplane tickets
are mainly sold in digital format either by airline companies or by online travel agencies such as Expedia).
2 eMarketer reports that retail e-commerce sales worldwide reached $1.61 trillion in 2015, which corre-
sponds to 7.4% of total retail market. In the US market, retail e-commerce sales are expected to represent
more than 10% of total retail sales in 2019. According to the same report, almost 40% of ecommerce
sales are expected to be done on a mobile device. Source: Liu, C. (December, 2015) “Worldwide Retail
Ecommerce Sales: eMarketer’s Updated Estimates and Forecast Through 2019.”
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ing strategies are no longer based on costs, while at the same time, the balance of power
between suppliers and e-tailers over the control of retail price decisions is changing.
The traditional wholesale pricing model, whereby retailers used to purchase products
at a cost (i.e., the wholesale price) and then set their retail prices by adding their profit
margins, is being replaced in the most strongly impacted industries by agency pricing
contracts, in which the retail price control is given to suppliers, while retailers receive
a commission on sales in the form of a Revenue-Sharing Contract (RSC).3

The shift of control over retail prices in channels is not always easily accepted by
vertical channel members. Many industries have experienced huge conflicts because
of these changes. Suppliers have accused retailers of selling the digital content at very
low prices in order to accelerate the adoption of their mobile devices (i.e., loss-leader
pricing), and suppliers forced their retailers to move to an RSC. However, retailers
wanted to keep control over retail prices.

For example, Amazon, who used to control e-book retail prices, disapproved of a
change in business model that Macmillan, its content supplier, wanted to implement
as an alternative to the traditional wholesale arrangement. Amazon reacted by ceasing
all sales of Macmillan books on its e-Library.4

TheMacmillan-Amazon dispute over the choice of a pricing model was not unique.
In another dispute, this time between Apple and NBC Universal, the latter clearly
announced that Apple’s practice of loss-leader pricing was hurting the other channel
members’ interests.

Broadly, the above stories take place in a context with the following features: (a)
there are two firms (a manufacturer and an e-retailer) engaged in a vertical relation-
ship; (b) the manufacturer is offering a frequently purchased product in two different
formats (digital and tangible) through two marketing channels (e-retailer and direct
distribution); (c) the two formats are partially substitutable, and hence the e-retailer
is simultaneously a partner of the manufacturer in the e-channel and its competitor in
the product market; (d) in addition, the e-retailer sells a durable product (a device).
Demand for this durable product is positively affected by sales of the digital product.
It is important to note that consumers can also use other devices for the consumption
of the digital format. The device is called “an optional contingent product” since it
is only an accessory and it is useless to consumers who do not buy the digital prod-
uct’s format. Hence, the contingency between the digital product and the device is
asymmetric.

In this study, we want to examine the issue of pricing in vertical channel structures
when a base product is sold in the marketplace in two competing formats via a tradi-
tional and an online channel and when a contingent product is made available by the
online retailer. Retaining a marketing channel having the features [(a)–(d)] described
above, we wish to provide answers to the following questions:

1. Assuming that the channel adopts a wholesale pricing model, then

3 Cultural and informative industries are among those most affected by the digital wave and that have
observed similar changes in their pricing models (i.e., a move from a wholesale business model to a
revenue-sharing contract).
4 Source: “Amazon’s E-Book Price Reversal: A Mixed Blessing.” Business Week website (last visited Jan.
19, 2016). Published February 2, 2010. MacMillan, D.
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(a) What are the equilibrium prices and outcomes?
(b) What is the impact of offering the two product formats on these strategies?
(c) How does the presence of a contingent product affect these pricing strategies?
(d) Under what circumstances is loss-leader pricing an optimal strategy for the

retailer?
2. Assuming an RSC is envisioned, then

(a) Under what circumstances would the manufacturer be indeed interested in
implementing it?

(b) Among those cases that suit the leader (manufacturer), are there instances that
also suit the retailer and/or consumer?

To answer these questions, we develop a parsimonious model retaining the features
(a)–(d) mentioned above, and we characterize and compare the equilibrium strategies
in the two business models, namely, the wholesale pricing arrangement and an RSC.

Furthermore, our context of pricing products in a marketing channel intrinsically
differs from the existing literature dealing with cases of (1) pricing in an oligopoly
(where the focus is on horizontal strategic interactions between a few firms competing
with different brands in the same product category); (2) pricing of substitute products
in marketing channels (where the focus is on vertical strategic interactions between
manufacturers and retailers, with possible horizontal interactions at the manufacturing
and/or retailing layer(s)); and (3) pricing of complementary products marketed by the
same firm (i.e., product-line pricing). In the last case, it is clearly beneficial for the
firm to control all the prices in the product line since decisions will be automatically
coordinated by the same decision maker. When products are controlled by separate
firms involved in a vertical structure, managers will not necessarily adopt the same
strategies, because they will each have individual objectives.

In our setting, the base product is the frequently purchased product being sold in
digital format by the manufacturer through its retailer, which also offers the contin-
gent durable product. Hence, there is no valid reason for the manufacturer to heavily
discount the price of the digital product, especially because this will hurt sales of the
other product’s format. However, there is a reason for the retailer to do so (i.e., to use
a loss-leader pricing strategy), namely, to boost sales of the high-margin contingent
product. Hence, the retailer needs the manufacturer to provide the base product at
a sufficiently low wholesale price. This may be too much to ask the manufacturer,
especially if it sells directly to consumers a substitute version of the product (i.e.,
the tangible format), which could be subject to a cannibalization effect by the digital
format. This means that all the ingredients for a conflict in the channel are in place.

2 Literature review

Our work is related to two literature streams, namely, product-mix pricing and pricing
in vertical marketing channels. We review the relevant papers in these two streams
and point out our contribution.
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2.1 Product-mix pricing

As the name suggests, product-mix pricing refers to strategies and tactics used to
exploitmutual dependencies betweenbrands, products, or items (Tellis 1986). Peterson
andMahajan (1978) propose a classification of products based on the interdependency
of their demands. Two products are said to be

Independent when the sales of one product are not affected, in a transparent way,
by the sales of the other.
Substitutes when an increase in the sales of one product leads to a decrease in the
sales of the other. Competing brands in any product category are typically substi-
tutes. Different formats of the same product can also be considered as substitutes
since they belong to the same product line.5

Complementswhen the sales of one product positively affect the sales of the other
because there is an associative “natural, functional relationship” between them and
this relationship is symmetric (or bilateral). A typical example is a hamburger and
french fries.
Contingent when the sales of one product are conditional on the sales of another
product. Mahajan andMuller (1991) distinguish between captive contingent prod-
ucts and optional contingent products . In the former case, we have bilateral or
symmetric contingency, that is, neither product can be used without the other
(e.g., a printer and its ink cartridges). In the case of optional contingent products,
the contingency is unilateral or asymmetric (e.g., a cell phone and its accessories).
Obviously, a consumer would only consider buying the contingent product (acces-
sories) if she buys (or has bought) the base product (cell phone), and a consumer
who has bought the base product could use it without necessarily possessing the
contingent one.

In most popular examples of contingent products, e.g., printer/ink cartridges and
razor/blades, the base product is the durable one, and the contingent product is the
repeat-purchase product (Bayus 1987). In the example of the digital industries, it is
the other way around. Indeed, no consumer would purchase an e-reader or an MP3
music player if e-books or MP3 music were not provided in the market.

Noble and Gruca (1999) surveyed 270 managers in order to identify the determi-
nants of their pricing strategies. They found that complementary -product pricing is
mainly used when the profitability of the contingent product is high. In such a context,
the base product (printer, razor) is sold at cost or even given away for free, and money
is made from the captive contingent product (ink cartridges, blades). This strategy,
which is referred to as loss-leader pricing or the razor-and-blades business model,6 is
now practiced in many industries, but typically, for products belonging to the same
product line and sold by the same firm (Kotler 1988).

5 Some studies consider that the various formats of the same product could also be perceived as comple-
ments, depending on the utility that consumers derive from the product form (Kannan et al. 2009).
6 In reference to Gillette, a company that has often used this price strategy.
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Mahajan andMuller (1991) obtain that the prices of the base and contingent product
are lower when the two products are managed by the same company, relative to the
case where they are controlled by two separate firms.

2.2 Pricing in vertical marketing channels

This literature addresses multiple questions related to the pricing of products and ser-
vices when this decision is controlled by agents interacting in a vertical distribution
structure. Some of these studies are devoted to the design of coordination mecha-
nisms and incentives that allow independent channel members to implement the prices
resulting from cooperation (i.e., vertical integration). Revenue sharing is one of these
mechanisms. Since the RSC links the channel members’ individual outcomes to the
joint outcome of a centralized channel according to the sharing rule, it allows channel
members to reach coordination while remaining independent firms (Cachon 2003;
Cachon and Lariviere 2005).

There is a significant literature in marketing and operations management dealing
with channel coordination and RSC, and reviewing it is beyond the objective of this
paper.7 To the best of our knowledge, only a few papers study the coordination of
pricing decisions in vertical structures where products are complementary, namely,
Coughlan (1987), Moorthy (1988), Wang (2006), Dong et al. (2009) and Cai et al.
(2012). However, none of them address the particular case of contingency in products’
demands, and, more importantly, their focuses are very different from ours.

A second topic in this literature stream investigates the impact of using various
pricing models on prices, sales, and on channel members profits. Abhishek et al.
(2016) belongs to this stream. The authors study the case where a manufacturer sells
its product either directly to consumers (via a traditional channel) or via an e-channel
where two retailers can choose to adopt a wholesale pricing model or an RSC. The
authors compute and compare profits and prices under three configurations: (1) when
both retailers implement awholesale arrangement, (2)when anRSC is adopted by both
retailers, and (3) a hybrid case where one of the retailers implements an RSC and the
other one awholesale arrangement.One of their results states that retailers’ preferences
between the two channel arrangements depends on the cross-effect between demands
in both channels. When demand in the e-channel has a negative (positive) effect on
the traditional channel’s demand, the retailers prefer the RSC (a wholesale pricing
arrangement). A second result states that an RSC leads to lower retail prices and higher
consumer welfare, but that, when the retailers benefit from a positive externality (e.g.
by selling a product that is complementary to the existing one), the opposite result is
observed, i.e., retailers will prefer the wholesale pricing arrangement and retail prices
are higher under the RSC.

Dantas et al. (2014) investigate pricing strategies in a channel where a unique
manufacturer sells two competing product formats (paper book and e-book) via a
single retailer. They compare firms’ pricing strategies and profits under the wholesale

7 For an overview of the main results in non-competitive channels, the interested reader is referred to the
survey by Ingene et al. (2012) or to Cachon (2003).
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and the agency-pricing (i.e., RSC) models and identify conditions under which the
agency model can be implemented. The authors find that both products’ retail prices
are lower under revenue-sharing, and this business model is Pareto-improving when
the revenue-sharing parameter, which represents the part of the revenue that goes to
the retailer, is selected in the interval [1/4, 1/2].

Gaudin andWhite (2014) identify the conditions underwhich themove fromwhole-
sale pricing to an RSC in the e-book industry contributes to the increase of e-book
retail prices. They use a general demand system where the base product is available
in one format, and consider two polar cases concerning the contingent product: either
that consuming e-books requires use of the contingent product, or that there is perfect
competition on the market for the contingent product, leading to a price equal to zero
(no marginal costs).

As mentioned above, our study belongs to this research stream. It contributes to the
literature in several ways:

1. It extends the literature on the pricing of contingent products by looking at the
case where three interdependent products are controlled by two different entities
interacting in a vertical distribution structure, where double marginalization could
play a key role.

2. It extends the current modeling literature in marketing channels to digital-industry
settings. We believe our model will shed light on equilibrium pricing in such
industries, which will be of increasing importance in the economy. Our results
give guidelines to each stakeholder in online distribution channels when it comes
to elaborating its pricing strategy.

3. It offers some insight into the problem of which business model, that is, wholesale
pricing or RSC, is better from the point of view of the different stakeholders
(firms and consumers) where members control three products, two of them being
characterized by contingency in demand, a case that has not been considered in
the existing literature.

3 Models

This section introduces the wholesale pricing and RSC models. We consider a dis-
tribution channel composed of one manufacturer, player M, and one e-retailer (often
called retailer), player R. The manufacturer sells a frequently purchased product, the
base product b, in two different ways and formats: directly to the consumers (via the
manufacturer’s website or its physical store) and indirectly (via the e-retailer). We dis-
tinguish between two product formats by letting bd refer to the version sold directly
to the consumer, and bi to the version sold indirectly. For product bi to be used, the
consumer has the option to employ a dedicated-for-this-use durable product o (the
optional contingent product),8 which is provided by the same retailer R. This setting
captures the channel characteristics in some of the industries given as examples in the
introduction. Manufacturer’s role is played by content suppliers (e.g., book editors,

8 Since this study considers only one type of contingency in products’ demand interdependencies, the
optional contingent product is often called “contingent product”.
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music producers, etc.) that provide tangible and digital versions of this content. The
digital version being sold via platform retailers, such as Amazon or Apple, which sell
also the contingent product (i.e., Kindle e-reader and iPod, respectively).

We denote by Px the price of a product and Qx the demand (quantity) with x =
bd, bi, o. The vectors of demands and prices are Q = (Qbd , Qo, Qbi ) and P =
(Pbd , Po, Pbi ) , respectively. The wholesale price of product bi is denoted wbi .

We denote byU (Qbd , Qo, Qbi ) the utility that the representative consumer derives
from the three products. We impose that the utility function has the following charac-
teristics:

C1 The maximum willingness to pay for product bd is higher than or equal to the
maximum willingness to pay for product bi .

C2 The direct-price effect on demand is larger than the cross-price effect.

Characteristic C1 is a mild allusion to the empirical observation in many markets,
including, e.g., the ebook market. Still, we do not require the equilibrium price Pbd to
be necessarily higher than Pbi , but only the maximum willingness to pay to be ranked
as stated. Characteristic C2 is standard in economics.

3.1 Demand system

To derive the inverse demand system, we set up the problem of the representative
consumer9 who needs to solve

max
Qbd ,Qo,Qbi

(U (Qbd , Qo, Qbi ) − Pbd Qbd − PoQo − Pbi Qbi ) . (1)

We retain the following functional form for U (Qbd , Qo, Qbi ):

U (Qbd , Qo, Qbi ) = λbd Qbd + λoQoQbi + λbi Qbi

−1

2

(
θbd (Qbd)

2 + θo (Qo)
2 Qbi + θbi (Qbi )

2 + 2μQbdQbi

)
,

(2)

whereλbd , λo, λbi , θbd , θo, θbi , andμ are positive constants. The parameterμ∈ (0, 1)
measures the degree of substitution between the two base product formats, i.e., the term
−μQbd Qbi measures the loss in utility of the manufacturer’s (retailer’s) base product
format due to the presence of the retailer’s (manufacturer’s) base product format. The
reason is that the consumer can alternatively use the retailer’s (manufacturer’s) base
product format.

The following proposition introduces some restrictions on the parameter values to
get concavity of the utility function (2).

9 We follow Singh and Vives (1984) by considering “a continuum of consumers of the same type” that
have the same utility function U , but extend their model by taking into account that utility is derived from
the consumption of three products instead of two.
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Proposition 1 The utility function is concave, provided the following conditions are
satisfied:

θbdθbi − μ2 > 0, (3)

(λo − θoQo)
2 <

θbdθbi − μ2

θbd
θoQbi . (4)

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
The second condition depends on the demands of the base product sold indirectly

to consumers (Qbi ) and the demand of the contingent product (Qo). This implies that
the utility function is concave over some part of the domain only, i.e., there where (4)
is satisfied. Hence, in principle we have to check whether the outcomes resulting from
the first order conditions are indeed global maxima. This turns out to be the case in
the scenarios we consider.

Solving problem (1), where the utility function is given by (2), results in the follow-
ing first-order conditions, which are at the same time the inverse demand functions:

Pbd = λbd − θbd Qbd − μQbi , (5)

Po = (λo − θoQo) Qbi , (6)

Pbi = λbi − θbi Qbi − μQbd + λoQo − 1

2
θo (Qo)

2 . (7)

The parameter θx , x = bd, bi, o gives the marginal impact on price of varying the
quantity of product x , that is, θx = ∂Px

∂Qx
. The parameters λbd , λbi and λo measure

partially the maximum willingness to pay for their corresponding products. Indeed,
if we set in each of the above equation own quantity to zero, we see that in each case
the maximum willingness to pay (MWP) depends on other product’s quantities. For
instance, we obtain that the MWP for product bd depends on the degree of substi-
tutability μ between the two formats and on quantity Qbi . The MWP for product
bi is even more complicated as it involves the other two products. The case of the
contingent product o is special. We first note that if Qbi = 0, then the price Po = 0,
which amounts at saying that there is no demand for the contingent product if there is
no demand for product bi , which reflects our setting. Second, the higher the demand
for product bi , the higher the MWP for product o. Characteristics C1 and C2 can be
translated as follows in terms of parameter values:

λbd ≥ λbi , θbd > μ, θbi > μ. (8)

Back to thefirst condition in the aboveproposition, it is nowclear that it is economically
reasonable, because it is fulfilled if the quantity of a base product has a greater impact
on its own price than the quantity of the other base product has on this price, that is,
θbd > μ and θbi > μ. (Note that C2 implies (3).) Also note that ∂Pbd

∂Qo
= ∂Po

∂Qbd
= 0,

whichmeans that the relationship between products bd and o is not direct, but it is taken
into account indirectly in the model via the interactions existing between products bd
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and bi in Eqs. (5) and (7), and the interactions between products bi and o captured by
Eq. (6).

We assume that producing the base product in bd format has a marginal production
cost denoted by C , with C < λbd , whereas the production cost is zero for the bi
format. The additional cost C reflects the fact that producing a tangible format for a
product generates higher unit production costs than creating a digital product. Further
we suppose that the e-retailer purchases product o from its supplier at zero cost. This
is equivalent to saying that the supplier of the contingent product does not play any
strategic role in our setting.10

3.2 Pricing models

As stated in the introduction, we wish to characterize and compare the equilibrium
solutions of two business pricingmodels, namely, wholesale pricing arrangements and
RSC.

Wholesale pricing Following a long tradition in the marketing-channel and supply-
chain literature (see, e.g., the books by Ingene andParry (2004), Jørgensen andZaccour
(2004), and the survey by Ingene et al. (2012)), we suppose that the game is played
à la Stackelberg, with the manufacturer acting as leader and the retailer as follower.
Consequently, the manufacturer first decides the wholesale price of product bi and
the quantity of product bd, that is, wbi and Qbd . Next the retailer sets the quantities
Qbi and Qo. The optimization problems of the manufacturer and the retailer are as
follows:

πM = max
wbi ,Qbd

((Pbd − C) Qbd + wbi Qbi ) ,

πR = max
Qbi ,Qo

((Pbi − wbi ) Qbi + PoQo) .

Substituting for the prices, we obtain

πM = max
wbi ,Qbd

((λbd − θbd Qbd − μQbi − C) Qbd + wbi Qbi ) , (9)

πR = max
Qbi ,Qo

(
λbi − θbi Qbi − μQbd + 2λoQo − 3

2
θo (Qo)

2 − wbi

)
Qbi . (10)

Revenue-Sharing Contract One of the main differences between wholesale pricing
and RSC stems from the fact that the control over Qbi passes from the retailer to the
manufacturer (Abhishek et al. (2016)). In this case of revenue sharing in product bi
market, the game is also sequential. We consider the variant with the manufacturer
as leader, who chooses the quantities of both base products’ formats, that is, Qbd

and Qbi . Next, the retailer selects the contingent product quantity Qo. We denote by

10 Note that the contingent product does not face any competition in the contingent product market. Hence,
assuming that it has a zero cost does not affect the qualitative insights from the model.
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α ∈ (0, 1) the revenue-share of the base product bi that accrues to the retailer and
consider that this share is exogenously fixed. The optimization problems of the retailer
and the manufacturer are as follows:

πM = max
Qbi ,Qbd

((Pbd − C) Qbd + (1 − α) Pbi Qbi ) ,

πR = max
Qo

(αPbi Qbi + PoQo) .

Substituting for the prices, we obtain the following expressions:

πM = max
Qbi ,Qbd

((λbd − θbd Qbd − μQbi − C) Qbd

+ (1 − α)

(
λbi − θbi Qbi − μQbd + λoQo − 1

2
θo (Qo)

2
)
Qbi ), (11)

πR = max
Qo

(
αλbi − αθbi Qbi − αμQbd + (1 + α) λoQo −

(α

2
+ 1

)
θo (Qo)

2
)
Qbi .

(12)

4 Wholesale pricing model

Since the game is played à la Stackelberg, with the manufacturer acting as leader, we
start by considering the retailer’s problem. The retailer’s reaction functions are derived
from the first-order conditions of Eq. (10). We obtain that product bi’s quantity Qbi

satisfies

λbi − 2θbi Qbi − μQbd + 2λoQo − 3

2
θo (Qo)

2 − wbi = 0, (13)

and that the contingent product’s quantity Qo equals

Qo = 2

3

λo

θo
. (14)

We see that there is strategic independence between Qo and the manufacturer’s deci-
sions (Qbd andwbi ), and strategic substitutability between Qbi and Qbd and wbi . The
fact that Qo is independent of the manufacturer’s decision variables is intuitive, as Qo

is provided by another supplier and does not compete directly with the manufacturer’s
products. The strategic substitutability between Qbi and Qbd is a by-product of the
assumption that the two products are partially substitutable. The result that Qbi is
decreasing inwbi is equivalent to stating that Pbi is increasing inwbi . The fact that the
retail price increaseswith thewholesale price is reminiscent of the doublemarginaliza-
tion feature of vertical interaction and of the strategic substitutability between channel
members’ pricing decisions (Moorthy 1988).

The following proposition characterizes the Stackelberg equilibrium strategy in the
wholesale pricing model.
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Proposition 2 Assuming that the solution is interior and the utility function concave,
the unique interior Stackelberg pricing equilibrium strategy is given by

Po = λo

(
θbd

(
2λ2o + 3θoλbi

) − 3μθo (λbd − C)

18θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

)
)

, (15)

Pbd = 1

2
(λbd + C) , (16)

Pbi = 2λ2o
(
5θbdθbi − μ2

) + 9θo
{(
3θbdθbi − μ2

)
λbi − 9μθoθbi (λbd − C)

}

18θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) ,

(17)

wbi = 1

2
λbi + 1

3

λ2o

θo
. (18)

The players’ profits are given by

πM =
θbd

(
2λ2o + 3θoλbi

)2 + 6θo (λbd − C)
(
3θoθbi (λbd − C) − μ

(
3θoλbi + 2λ2o

))

36θ2o
(
2θbdθbi − μ2

) ,

(19)

πR = θbi

(
2λ2oθbd + 3θoθbdλbi + 3Cμθo − 3μθoλbd

)2

36θ2o
(
μ2 − 2θbdθbi

)2 . (20)

Proof See the “Appendix”. ��

From the above proposition, we first conclude that the price of product bd is exactly
half of the maximum willingness to pay of the consumer plus the production cost, and
thus independent of μ, the parameter capturing the substitutability between the two
formats. This can be explained by noting that increasing the parameter μ has contra-
dictory effects on the bd product’s price that exactly offset each other in equilibrium.
First, from the inverse demand function (5), we obtain that when μ is larger a given
quantity of product bi has a larger negative effect on Pbd , resulting in a decrease of
this price. Second, however, an increase of μ reduces Qbi and Qbd , since they neg-
atively affect prices Pbd and Pbi via the cross price effect. The reduction of quantity
Qbi results in a positive effect on the price Pbd such that it exactly counterbalances
the first effect.

Second,we see that thewholesale price increaseswithλbi andλo,while it decreases
with θo. We explain this by noting that the manufacturer will ask a higher wholesale
price in case of amore profitablemarket for the base product sold by the retailer. This is
the case when λbi is large, because the price is linearly increasing with this parameter.
Also the bi product’s demand is stimulated by sales of the contingent product, which,
since Qo = 2λo

3θo
[cf. (14)], is large when λo is large while θo is low.

To learn about the effects of the specific market characteristics that we consider
here, we determine how the retailer’s prices change when a substitute to product bi
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is not available or when there is no contingent product. The following proposition
considers the scenario where product bd is absent.

Proposition 3 The availability of an alternative product to bi leads to lower prices
of products bi and o.

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
The availability of an alternative product to bi involves the presence of competition

on the base-product market because two formats are available for consumption. This
reduces demand for the base product sold by the retailer, resulting in a decrease of the
corresponding price Pbi , compared to the case where no alternative exists. Since the
contingent product is a strategic complement of product bi, demand for the contingent
product also goes down,which implies that the contingent product’s price Po decreases
as well.

The following proposition establishes the effect of the availability of the contingent
product.

Proposition 4 The availability of product o leads to higherwholesale and retail prices
of product bi , and higher demand. It leaves the price of product bd unchanged, but
leads to a lower demand of this product.

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
Themarket for the base product sold by the retailer and themarket for the contingent

product each increase the other’s size, due to the contingent interdependencies in both
products’ demands. Hence, it makes sense that the presence of the contingent product
results in an increase of the retail and wholesale prices, and the quantity of product bi.
Since product bi and product bd are strategic substitutes, product bd suffers from the
increased size of the market of product bi, which results in decreasing product bd’s
quantity while leaving its price unchanged.

4.1 Loss-leader pricing

Under the wholesale pricing arrangement, the retailer controls not only the contingent
product’s retail price, but also the retail price of product bi . Then the retailer has the
option to employ a loss-leader strategy where it sells the digital base product format
at a loss to boost the sales of the optional contingent product. The next proposition
presents the scenario under which the retailer finds it optimal to practice a loss-leader
pricing strategy for product bi , that is, Pbi < wbi .

Proposition 5 If

λbi <
2λ2o

9θbiθbdθo

(
θbdθbi − 2μ2

)
+ μ

θbd
(λbd − C) , (21)

then it is optimal for the retailer to adopt a loss-leader pricing strategy.
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Proof It suffices to compute Pbi − wbi from Proposition 2 to get the result. ��

Loss-leader pricing can be expected to occurwhen the profitability of the contingent
productmarket is large. This is indeed reflected by expression (21): from this condition
we first conclude that, given a sufficiently low value ofμ, a loss-leader pricing strategy
is optimal when the contingent product market is sufficiently profitable, thus, when
λo is large and θo is low.

The profitability of the base product bi supplied by the retailer has two contradictory
effects. First a low profitability for this market implies that the retailer concentrates
on making profits from the contingent product market and thus pursues a loss-leader
pricing strategy. Second a less profitable bi market results from low demand. This
implies that the quantity of the bi product, Qbi , is low, which means fewer poten-
tial buyers for the contingent product, and thus, in turn, a lower profitability for the
contingent-product market. Thus a loss-leader strategy is less likely to be optimal. This
explains the less straightforward effect of the base products’ substitution parameter μ

and of the price sensitivity parameter of base product bi, θbi , on the satisfaction of
condition (21).

These two contradictory effects also play a role when we analyze the effect of the
base product bd directly supplied on themarket by themanufacturer. An increase of the
price sensitivity parameter θbd reduces the profitability of the bd market, which makes
thismarket less competitive than the bi market, thereby enhancing its profitability. This
gives the two contradictory effects described in the previous paragraph. This explains
why, when studying condition (21), we cannot conclude whether an increase of θbd
supports the optimality of a loss-leader strategy. On the other hand, clearly, a loss-
leader strategy is more likely to occur if the bd market is more profitable, in the sense
of having a large maximum-willingness-to-pay parameter λbd and low unit costs C.

This increases the quantity of base product bd. The resulting increased competition
for the bi market reduces the bi product’s price Pbi , making loss leader more likely,
and its quantity Qbi , making loss leader less likely since it reduces the number of
potential consumers on the contingent product market. Apparently, the price effect is
the largest here.

One clear conclusion that we can draw from the loss-leader condition is that loss-
leader pricing is more likely to occur if λbi is low. This is because the price of the bi
product positively depends on this parameter.

5 Revenue-sharing contract and comparison

Recall that, in this model, the retailer’s share in the revenue of product bi is given by
a parameter α ∈ (0, 1). One of our objectives is to find the range of values for α under
which an RSC leads to higher profits for the manufacturer, who acts as leader in this
channel, compared to the wholesale business model, which is taken as the benchmark.
Once this range of values is determined, we next check if it is also in the retailer’s
best interest to sign an RSC. Finally, we verify under what conditions the consumers
would also prefer an RSC to a wholesale pricing arrangement.
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In this RSC, the optimization problems are defined as follows:

πM = max
Qbi ,Qbd

((λbd − θbd Qbd − μQbi − C) Qbd

+ (1 − α)

(
λbi − θbi Qbi − μQbd + λoQo − 1

2
θo (Qo)

2
)
Qbi ), (22)

πR = max
Qo

(
αλbi − αθbi Qbi − αμQbd + (1 + α) λoQo −

(α

2
+ 1

)
θo (Qo)

2
)

.

(23)

As in the wholesale pricing arrangement, the manufacturer acts as leader in the RSC
and chooses the quantities Qbd and Qbi of the b product. The retailer next chooses the
quantity of Qo. As usual in a leader-follower game, we begin by solving the follower
problem. Considering retailer R’s optimization problem in (23), and assuming an
interior solution,we obtain the following reaction function:

Qo (Qbi , Qbd) = (1 + α) λo

(2 + α) θo
. (24)

We observe that the contingent-product quantity is independent from the leader’s
decision variables, but does depend on the sharing parameter α, with

∂Qo

∂α
= λo

(2 + α)2 θo
> 0,

that is, the higher the retailer’s share of the revenue of productbi , the higher the quantity
of the contingent product. Indeed, with a higher α, the retailer receives more of the
revenue resulting from product bi sales. In such a case the retailer is more inclined to
increase the price for this product, which can be done by raising the quantity of the
contingent product (see (7), from which we obtain that Pbi goes up with Qo).

Substituting for Qo from (24) in the manufacturer’s optimization problem, we get

πM = max
Qbi ,Qbd

((λbd − θbd Qbd − μQbi − C) Qbd

+ (1 − α)

(
λbi − θbi Qbi − μQbd + (1 + α) (3 + α) λ2o

2 (α + 2)2 θo

)
Qbi ). (25)

Assuming an interior solution, from the first-order optimality conditions we obtain
the following quantities:11

11 If we assume that
4θbdθbi (1 − α) − μ2 (2 − α)2 > 0, (26)

then the conditions for an interior solution are

μ (2 − α)

2θbi

(
λbi + λ2c

2θc

(α + 1) (α + 3)

(α + 2)2

)
< λbd − C <

2θbd (1 − α)

μ (2 − α)

(
λbi + λ2c

2θc

(α + 1) (α + 3)

(α + 2)2

)
.

(27)
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Qbd = (1 − α)

4θbdθbi (1 − α) − μ2 (2 − α)2

(
2θbi (λbd − C)

−μ (2 − α)

(
λbi + λ2o

2θo

(α + 1) (α + 3)

(α + 2)2

))
,

Qbi = 2θbd
4θbdθbi (1 − α) − μ2 (2 − α)2

(
(1 − α)

(
λbi + λ2o

2θo

(α + 1) (α + 3)

(α + 2)2

)

−μ (2 − α) (λbd − C)

2θbd

)
.

Inserting the equilibrium quantities in the inverse demand and profit functions, we
get very long expressions, which are by no means amenable to a qualitative analysis.
Consequently, we resort to a numerical analysis to answer our research questions 2a
and 2b posed in the Introduction. The first task is then to define a benchmark case.
The following parameter value constellation is such that we have solutions for both
business models satisfying all assumptions, characteristics of the utility function, and
nonnegativity of prices, quantities, and profits:

λbd = 20, λbi = 9, λo = 2, θbd = θo = θbi = 1, μ = 0.5 and C = 15.

Table 1 reports the results for the benchmark case under the two pricing models for
different values of the revenue-sharing parameter α.12

In the discussion below, we use the superscriptWP to refer to the wholesale pricing
model and superscript RSC for the revenue-sharing contract. We first of all observe
that the bi product price is higher under the wholesale pricing model. This comes from
the double marginalization effect, resulting from the vertical distribution structure of
the bi product.

Under wholesale pricing, the manufacturer is also hurt by the inefficiently low
quantity QWP

bi , leading to too-low profits resulting from selling product bi to con-
sumers via the retailer. On the other hand, the manufacturer also collects profits from
selling product bd, and these profits are higher,13 because the too-low quantity QWP

bi
positively affects demand for product bd. Therefore, the manufacturer will always set
a higher price under wholesale pricing, i.e., PW P

bd > PRSC
bd , as our numerical results

confirm.

Footnote 11 continued
The condition in (26) is slightly more restrictive than the condition for concavity of the utility function,
which is

4θbdθbi − μ2 > 0.

Further, condition (27) is always satisfied for μ = 0 and thus for μ sufficiently small.
12 We do not investigate the extreme cases where α ∈ {0, 1} since these situations cannot be implemented.
They imply that only one channel member takes up the total channel revenue.
13 With the exception of α = 0.8, where the manufacturer’s share of product bi revenue is so low that it
mainly concentrates on the bd market.
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Table 1 Results in the benchmark case

WP model RSC with different values of α

α 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Qc 1.33 NA 1.09 1.13 1.17 1.20 1.23 1.26 1.29 NA

Qbd 1.19 NA 0.16 0.33 0.50 0.69 0.90 1.17 1.62 NA

Qbi 2.62 NA 5.20 5.11 4.99 4.82 4.56 4.10 2.95 NA

wbi 5.83 – – – – – – – – –

Pbd 17.50 NA 17.24 17.12 17.00 16.90 16.82 16.78 16.91 NA

Pc 1.75 NA 4.73 4.45 4.16 3.86 3.51 3.03 2.11 NA

Pbi 7.56 NA 5.30 5.35 5.41 5.51 5.69 6.04 6.99 NA

πR 6.86 NA 10.68 13.22 15.65 17.92 19.89 21.16 19.20 NA

πM 18.25 NA 22.43 19.82 17.21 14.60 12.02 9.51 7.21 NA

πChannel 25.11 NA 33.12 33.05 32.86 32.52 31.92 30.67 26.41 NA

U 46.34 NA 44.29 46.89 49.40 51.80 54.02 55.84 55.96 NA

This symbol is used to denote cases where the level of α, combined with the values of the other model’s
parameters in the benchmark lead to results that violate at least one of the conditions related to the concavity
of the utility function and the positivity of quantities and prices
NA non admissible

As a result, due to these contrary effects one cannot establish beforehand whether
manufacturer profits under wholesale pricing are lower or higher than the profits
under the RSC model. In particular, there exists an upper bound value on the sharing
parameter, call it αu, such that, for any α ≥ αu , profits under wholesale pricing
are higher for the manufacturer compared to under RSC. In this benchmark case,
we observe that αu is in the interval (0.3, 0.4). Consequently, the manufacturer will
implement an RSC for α relatively low, that is, larger than 0.1 and lower than αu . It
follows that an RSC is profit Pareto improving in this case.

Concerning the contingent-product market, we can prove analytically that it is less
developed under the RSC, regardless of the revenue-sharing parameter value. Indeed,

QWP
o − QRSC

o = λo

3θo

(
1 − α

2 + α

)
> 0.

This is because the retailer, who determines the contingent product quantity, has a
higher incentive to increase this quantity under wholesale pricing. The reason is that
Qo adds to the demand of product bi, and under wholesale pricing, the retailer receives
all the profits from selling product bi,while they need to be shared under RSC. Still we
have to keep in mind that, as stated above, contingent product profits are higher under
RSC, because demand undergoes more stimulation there from the higher quantity of
product bi. Hence, it has to hold that PRSC

o > PW P
o , which is confirmed by our

numerical results.
Finally, we observe in the last row of Table 1 that, under an RSC scenario, consumer

utility is increasing in α. This is first of all due to QRSC
bd being strictly increasing in

α. For low values of α, the manufacturer receives a great deal of revenue from the
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Table 2 Percentages of cases
where M′s profit is higher with
an RSC

μ = 0.25 μ = 0.5 μ = 0.75

α = 0.1 34.34 38.32 36.13

α = 0.2 25.13 26.86 19.49

α = 0.3 14.94 13.01 7.94

α = 0.4 4.1 2.97 0

α = 0.5 0 0 0

α = 0.6 0 0 0

α = 0.7 0 0 0

α = 0.8 0 0 NA

α = 0.9 0 0 NA

bi market. Therefore, it keeps QRSC
bd low in order to stimulate demand of product bi.

Furthermore, for higher values of α the retailer collects more of the bi-market profits.
Therefore, for higher α, it is more inclined to stimulate demand for the bi product by
raising the contingent product quantity Qo. Both of these developments apparently
more than compensate for the drop in Qbi for rising α, which is because the manufac-
turer, who decides on Qbi , receives a smaller portion of the corresponding revenue.
In our benchmark case, a switch from wholesale pricing to a revenue-sharing contract
with α = 0.3 would benefit all market participants, i.e., consumers, manufacturer, and
retailer.

The next step is to check the robustness of these results by varying the parameter
values. To keep the number of simulations reasonable, we fix once and for all the
values of some of the parameters, namely, θbi = θbd = θo = 1, and C = 15
(as in the benchmark case). This is not a severe assumption, as we vary the other
demand parameters, that is, μ, λbi , λbd and λo, whereas the cost parameter only has
a quantitative impact.14 More specifically, we consider the following values for these
parameters:

μ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}
λbd ∈ {16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25} ,

λbi ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} ,

λo ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} ,

α ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} .

This means that the Stackelberg equilibrium in the RSC was computed for 27,000
cases (3 × 10 × 10 × 10 × 9 = 27,000). For the wholesale model, the number is
3000, as the sharing parameter α does not appear there. Note that the benchmark case
belongs to the set of retained experiments.

To answer our research question 2a, namely, when is the manufacturer interested in
implementing an RSC, Tables 2 and 3 report the percentages of cases where the man-

14 Actually, we examined the effects of these parameters on the results and found that they do not affect
the results qualitatively.
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Table 3 Percentages of cases where consumer surplus is higher with an RSC

μ = 0.25 μ = 0.5 μ = 0.75

α = 0.1 66.84 0 0

α = 0.2 78.47 2.63 0

α = 0.3 90.91 18.42 0

α = 0.4 96.00 44.44 NA

α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} NA NA NA

ufacturer and consumers respectively are better off with an RSC than with wholesale
pricing arrangements. In both tables, these percentages are computed after excluding
the cases where the results violate one of the admissibility criteria, i.e., concavity of
the utility function and nonnegativity of prices, demands and profits. These results can
be summarized as follows:

1. The existence of an upper bound for α above which the manufacturer will not
implement the RSC is confirmed, which of course makes sense because the share
of the bi revenue the manufacturer receives decreases with α. In any event, the
upper bound value is close to 0.3.15

2. Even for a value ofα as low as 0.1, it is far frombeing granted that themanufacturer
will find it optimal to push for RSC. This is because the retailer does not receive
much of the bi revenue and therefore does not have much incentive to stimulate
demand for product bi by raising the quantity of the contingent product. This also
reduces the revenue of product bi for the manufacturer.

3. For all cases where an RSC leads to higher profits for the manufacturer, we make
the following observations:
(a) For all parameter values, the channel’s total profit under an RSC is also higher.

Therefore, where the manufacturer receives higher profits under RSC, an RSC
is more efficient than wholesale pricing. This is because, with very few excep-
tions, our simulations show that the retailer is always better off with an RSC
than with wholesale pricing.16 As explained above, the reason for this is that,
especially under wholesale pricing, the retailer is hurt by the inefficiency in the
bi market due to the double marginalization effect, which leads to insufficient
quantity of product bi.

(b) All the statements regarding the prices of bi , bd and o in the benchmark case,
remain valid for all parameter values. The conclusion is that an RSC leads to
lower retail prices of products bi and bd and a higher price of the contingent
product o.

(c) The consumer surplus highly depends on the value of μ, the parameter of
substitutability between the two formats of the b product. For the highest

15 Interestingly, this is in line with the revenue-sharing contract between Apple and MacMillan, which
gives 30% to Apple.
16 For α = 0.1, and when μ ∈ {0.25, 0.5}, we found a percentage of simulations (around 10%) where
retailer’s profit is negatively impacted by the implementation of the RSC. These cases correspond to situa-
tions where the RSC is channel efficient but hurts the retailer. One can imagine the manufacturer offering
the retailer a side payment to encourage its participation and avoid channel conflict.
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retained value, that is,μ = 0.75, themessage is clear-cut: an RSC always hurts
the consumer. In this case, the formats are highly substitutable, and, because
under wholesale pricing, different firms decide about the retail prices of the
different formats of product b, the resulting competition leads to relatively
low prices benefitting the consumers. For μ ∈ {0.25, 0.5}, the percentage is
increasing in α and reaches its maximum at α = 0.4. This arises because the
manufacturer reduces Qbi when α goes up, because it gets a lower share of
the profits in the bi-product market.

To investigate the impact of λx , x ∈ {bd, bi, o} on the percentage of cases where
the RSC can be implemented, we set the value of α at 0.3, which corresponds in the
benchmark to the case where the RSC is preferred by all parties, i.e., the retailer, the
manufacturer, and the consumers. We found that the percentage of cases where an
RSC is preferred by both the manufacturer and the retailer increases

• when λbi increases. This increases the willingness to pay for product bi. Then
the double marginalization effect that makes the bi market more inefficient under
wholesale pricing becomes bigger, so it is understandable that the RSC pricing
model will be more preferable.

• whenλo decreases. Underwholesale pricing, the quantity in the contingent product
market is higher because the retailer is more inclined to stimulate demand on the bi
market. This is because it can keep all profits on this market for itself, while, under
an RSC, it has to share these profits with the manufacturer. When λo decreases the
role of the contingent-product market is more minor, so that this effect in favor of
wholesale pricing diminishes.

• does not have a clear-cut impact when λbd increases. If λbd goes up the willingness
to pay for product bd increases. Under wholesale pricing, this market is more
profitable because the quantity of the substitute product bi is lower due to the
double marginalization effect. This implies that the manufacturer will increasingly
appreciate wholesale pricing when λbd increases. However, this is the other way
round for the retailer because a higher value of λbd increases the quantity of the
product bd, which reduces profitability of the bi market. This explains why the
effect of λbd on the relative appreciation of RSC by both market parties is less
clear-cut.

6 Conclusions

In this study, we examined a vertical distribution structure where a monopolist man-
ufacturer supplies a base product in two formats sold via two channels: a tangible
product sold directly to consumers and a digital format sold via a single online retailer.
The latter also offers an optional contingent product that consumers may employ to
consume the digital version of the base product. Such a setting frequently occurs in
digital industries. Obvious examples are the e-book and MP3 music markets (base
products) with the e-reader and the iPod as optional contingent products.

In such a context channel members can choose between adopting a wholesale price
arrangement, where the retailer controls the digital product’s price, or implementing
an RSC, which involves passing the control over the digital product’s price from the
retailer to the manufacturer.
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Our objective is to provide answers on two main questions: The first one investi-
gates the contingent product’s impact on firms’ pricing strategies when a wholesale
pricing arrangement is adopted and explores the conditions under which the retailer,
who controls the digital product’s price, uses the digital product as a loss-leader. The
second question investigates whether the different stakeholders in the channel (i.e.,
the manufacturer, the retailer, and consumers) are benefitted by the implementation of
an RSC.

Our first result states that the presence of the contingent product leads to a higher
retail price for the digital base product and negatively affects the demand for the
tangible product format. Furthermore, using a loss-leader pricing strategy where the
digital product is sold at a loss in order to boost sales of the contingent product, does
not always benefit the retailer. This result is explained by the fact that a less profitable
digital-base-product market could also have harming effects on the contingent-product
market.

On the implementation of an RSC, we identify an upper bound for the revenue-
sharing parameter beyond which the manufacturer does not want an RSC because it
earns too less on the digital product. The retailer, one the other hand, almost always has
a preference for applying a RSC business model over the more traditional wholesale
pricing arrangement. The reason is that, underwholesale pricing, the price of the digital
product is too high due to a double marginalization effect: in selling to the retailer,
the manufacturer likes to fix a positive profit margin, and the retailer wants the same
when selling the digital product to consumers. This inefficiency not only leads to low
profits for the digital products, but it also holds for the optional contingent product
market. The latter effect can be explained as follows. The high digital product price
implies that not too many of these products are sold to consumers. This in turn implies
that demand for the optional contingent product will be low, because these products
can only be used to consume the digital product.

This paper is an attempt to understand the relative value of business models like
wholesale pricing and revenue-sharing contracts in the presence of base and optional
contingent products, in a one-manufacturer, one-retailer supply chain. One meaning-
ful extension is to consider competition in the contingent product market. Here, the
conjecture is that competition would incite firms to reduce the contingent products’
retail prices, which would contribute to an increase in demand for both the digital base
and the contingent product. Then one could investigate if the channel efficiency can
be improved by this competitive effect and how this affects the appreciation for the
different business models.

In the digital-books industry for example, we observe that competition is now
present in the e-reader market, following the arrival of Nook (by Barns & Noble),
Kobo (by Indigo), etc. Also, tablets are competitors to the e-readers that have multi-
functional properties. Hence, their demand interdependencies with digital books are
complementary rather than optional contingent, as it is the case for e-readers.17 As

17 Kindle sales moved from 11.6 to 12.5 million units between 2011 and 2012: an 8% increase. If we
compare this to the 325% increase observed between 2009 and 2010 (the year when Nook, Kobo and iPad
were launched), we can see the negative impact of competition on Amazon’s dominant position in the
e-reader market. Source: eMarketer Report, September 11, 2012.
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usually expected in such a context, the retail price of e-readers went down. More than
that, Amazon started to sell the Kindle as a loss-leader. The second reaction of firms
controlling such devices was to add some features to e-readers that allow consumers
to use them for different purposes. These developments bring up interesting research
questions: (1) Does competition necessarily lead to the classical situation, where loss-
leader pricing is reserved for the durable product (e.g., e-reader)? (2) How long can an
optional contingent product survive in themarket, given that multi-functional products
are around the corner?

Many experts in the industry consider that the fall of the “tangible” formats in the
entertainment industry is mainly due to pirating. According to these experts, things
could be different for the book industry if editors “provide a legitimate alternative
to pirated materials” and if they adopt a well-thought-out pricing strategy. By doing
so, they would allow e-books to play a complementary role rather than a substitute
for print, since digital books could create a new market by attracting customers “who
would not have purchased a traditional book but may be inclined to buy an e-book
that costs less, offers additional features, and works on a digital device they already
own.”18 A recent survey of US customers published by The Pew Research Center’s
Internet Project confirmed this analysis.19

Taking stock of the above and the rapid technological developments in the digital
book and other similar industries, we believe that the following research questions
need additional attention: (1) Is there a future for tangible products when a digital
alternative exists? (2) What are the best pricing strategies for different formats of a
product (book, music, etc.), where the digital product fulfills a complementary role
instead of providing competition to the tangible product format, as analyzed in this
paper? (3) How does real or potential piracy affect pricing strategies?

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-
tional License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.

7 Appendix: Proof of propositions

7.1 Proposition 1

U (Qbd , Qo, Qbi ) = λbd Qbd + λoQoQbi + λbi Qbi

−1

2

(
θbd (Qbd)

2 + θo (Qo)
2 Qbi + θbi (Qbi )

2 + 2μQbdQbi

)
,

(28)
∂U

∂Qbd
= λbd − (θbd Qbd + μQbi ) (29)

18 Source: “Turning the Page: The Future of eBooks”. A pwc report (2010, p3).
19 Source: “Ebook Readers Use Devices to Supplement, Not Replace, Printed Media.” eMarketer. January
30, 2014
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∂U

∂Qo
= λoQbi − (θoQoQbi ) , (30)

∂U

∂Qbi
= λoQo + λbi Qbi − 1

2

(
θo (Qo)

2 + 2θbi Qbi + 2μQbd

)
, (31)

Concavity of the utility function requires that the determinant of the Hessian matrix
be negative, i.e.,

det

⎛
⎝

−θbd 0 −μ

0 −θoQbi λo − θoQo

−μ λo − θoQo −θbi

⎞
⎠

= −
(
θbdθbi − μ2

)
θoQbi + θbd (λo − θoQo)

2 < 0.

Concavity also requires that the diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix be negative,
which is the case, and that

det

(−θbd 0
0 −θoQbi

)
= θbdθoQbi > 0,

det

(−θbd −μ

−μ −θbi

)
= θbdθbi − μ2 > 0,

det

( −θoQbi λo − θoQo

λo − θoQo −θbi

)
= θbiθoQbi − (λo − θoQo)

2 > 0.

So concavity of the utility function requires

θbdθbi − μ2 > 0,

and

(λo − θoQo)
2 < min

(
θbdθbi − μ2

θbd
, θbi

)
θoQbi = θbdθbi − μ2

θbd
θoQbi .

7.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Substitution of (14) into (13) gives

Qbi = 1

2θbi

(
λbi − μQbd + 2

3

λ2o

θo
− wbi

)
. (32)

We then move to the problem of the manufacturer who solves

πM = max
wbi ,Qbd

((λbd − θbd Qbd − μQbi (Qbd , wbi )) Qbd + wbi Qbi (Qbd , wbi ))

= max
wbi ,Qbd

(
(λbd − θbd Qbd) Qbd + (wbi − μQbd)

1

2θbi
(λbi
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−μQbd + 2

3

λ2o

θo
− wbi

))
.

The equilibrium wholesale price, wbi , equals

wbi = 1

2
λbi + 1

3

λ2o

θo
, (33)

whereas the quantity for the base product bd is

Qbd = 1(
2θbiθbd − μ2

)
(

θbi (λbd − C) − μ

2
λbi − μλ2o

3θo

)
. (34)

Next, we determine Qbi by substitution of (33) and (34) into (32):

Qbi = 1

6

θbd
(
2λ2o + 3θoλbi

) − 3μθo (λbd − C)

θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) . (35)

It suffices to insert the values of Qo, Qbd and Qbi in (5)–(7) to get the following
prices:

Pbd = 1

2
(λbd + C) , (36)

Po = λo

(
θbd

(
2λ2o + 3θoλbi

) − 3μθo (λbd − C)

18θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

)
)

, (37)

Pbi = 2λ2o
(
5θbdθbi − μ2

) + 9
(
3θbdθbi − μ2

)
θoλbi − 9μθoθbi (λbd − C)

18θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) (38)

Concavity requires the satisfaction of conditions (3)–(4). Substitute for (14) and
(35) in (4) to obtain the condition in terms of only the parameters, that is,

λ2o <
9 (θo (θbdλbi − μ (λbd − C)))

(
θbdθbi − μ2

)

2θbd
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) . (39)

To have an interior solution, the following conditions must be satisfied:

Qbd > 0 ⇔ 6θbiθo (λbd − C) − 3μθoλbi − 2μλ2o > 0, (40)

Qbi > 0 ⇔ θbd

(
2λ2o + 3θoλbi

)
− 3μθo (λbd − C) > 0. (41)

The above two conditions are equivalent to

3θo (μ (λbd − C) − θbdλbi )

2θbd
< λ2o <

3θo (2θbi (λbd − C) − μλbi )

2μ
. (42)
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7.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Compute the differences

Pbi − Pbi (μ = 0) = μ2 3μθo (λbd − C) − 3θbdθoλbi − 2θbdλ2o
12θbdθo

(
μ2 − 2θbdθbi

) < 0,

Po − Po (μ = 0) = μλo
6θoθbd (λbd − C) − 3μθoλbi − 2μλ2o

36θbiθo
(
μ2 − 2θbdθbi

) < 0.

Negativity in both cases follows from the positivity of the numerator, which is due to
the assumption of an interior solution [see (42) in the Appendix], and the negativity
of the denominator, which follows from (3).

7.4 Proof of Proposition 4

From the proof of Proposition 2, it is easy to see that in the absence of product o, we
would have the following results:

P̂bi =
(
3θbdθbi − μ2

)
λbi − μθbi (λbd − C)

2
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

)

ŵbi = 1

2
λbi ,

Q̂bi = θbdλbi − μ (λbd − C)

2
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

)

P̂bd = 1

2
(C + λbd) ,

Q̂bd = 1(
2θbiθbd − μ2

)
(
θbi (λbd − C) − μ

2
λbi

)
.

It is straightforward to verify that

Pbi − P̂bi = λ2o
(
5θbiθbd − μ2

)

9θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) > 0,

wbi − ŵbi = λ2o

3θo
> 0,

Qbi − Q̂bi = θbdλ
2
o

3θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) > 0,

Pbd = P̂bd ,

Qbd − Q̂bd = − μλ2o

3θo
(
2θbiθbd − μ2

) < 0.
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